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The Political Economy of International Relations. By Robert Gilpin,
with the assistance of Jean M. Gilpin. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1987, 449 pp., $45 cloth, $9.95 paper.
REVIEWED BY

BENJAMIN J. COHEN

Once the neglected stepchild of economics and politics, international political economy has come into its own in recent years as a respectable - and
respected - field of academic scholarship, thanks in no small measure to the
pathbreaking work of a small number of pioneering scholars including Robert
Gilpin of Princeton University. With The Political Economy of International
Relations, Professor Gilpin consolidates his position as one of the foremost
thinkers in the emergent IPE field. It is a pleasure to pay tribute to his
achievement.
For most of the twentieth century, the subjects of international economics
and international relations were studied in splendid isolation. Economists
focused on the nature and functioning of markets, neglecting any considerations of power or politics in their theoretical models; political scientists,
conversely, directed most of their attention to military and security issues,
largely ignoring the economic dimension of international relations. One reason
for the vast gap between the two disciplines was the pervasive intellectual
heritage of nineteenth-century liberalism, which fundamentally rejected the
concept of a unified economic and political order. Another was the emphasis
on professional specialization in modern Western academe, which tended to
discourage serious attempts at integration of economic and political analysis.
Exceptions could be found, of course - particularly among theorists working
in the Marxist tradition - but were for the most part casually dismissed as
peripheral to the concerns of mainstream scholarship. Only toward the end of
the 1960s did attitudes in the academic world begin to shift significantly as
a result of seminal works by the likes of Richard Cooper, Charles Kindleberger,
Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, and -

not least -

Robert Gilpin.

Gilpin's contributions to the development of the IPE field have been both
numerous and important.' For many, there is no better definition of the
meaning of international political economy than the one he first offered in
1975: "the reciprocal and dynamic interaction in international relations of the
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pursuit of wealth and the pursuit of power." 2 Likewise, his tripartite taxonomy
of perspectives on political economy - comparing and contrasting liberalism,
Marxism, and realism - first sketched out for a conference volume as early
as 1973,3 remains for most of us working in the field the standard approach
to understanding alternative studies at the systemic or structural level of

analysis. And then, of course, there is the so-called theory of hegemonic
stability - the popular, albeit controversial, argument that order and openness
in international economic relations requires the stabilizing presence of a single,
strongly dominant actor (a hegemon) - for the origin of which he shares
credit with Charles Kindleberger and Stephen Krasner. No proposition has
been more influential in shaping the terms of debate among IPE scholars over
the years, especially with respect to the future of the world economy in an
era of apparent decline in the relative economic power of the United States.
All these contributions, and more, are reprised by Gilpin in The Political
Economy of InternationalRelations, which I confidently predict will quickly come
to be regarded as a classic in the field. As the author himself admits, the aim
of the book is not to be particularly new or original: there is no attempt here
to advance novel theories or interpretations of global economics. Rather, the
purpose is synthetic: to refine and elaborate, in one comprehensive treatise, key
themes and ideas that have permeated his work for more than a decade and a
half; in short, to sum up his own professional view of the world. This is the
perspective of a mature scholar at the peak of his powers. It is a perspective
that no serious student of international political economy can afford to ignore.
The book, ten chapters in all, is divided into two parts, one theoretical
and one empirical. In the first three chapters, Gilpin returns to familiar
analytical and conceptual issues - the meaning of political economy (Ch. 1),
perspectives on political economy (Ch. 2), and the dynamics of the international political economy (Ch. 3) - in order to establish and clarify his own
intellectual position. In the remaining seven chapters, he then explores major
substantive issues relevant to the future of the world economy, including
money and finance (Chs. 4 and 8), trade (Ch. 5), the multinational corporation
(Ch. 6), economic development (Ch. 7), and structural change (Chs. 9 and
10). Throughout, a sustained effort is made to integrate economic and political
analysis - the relationship between market and state - by concentrating on
three practical questions: the causes and effects of the world economy; the
relationship between economic and political change; and the significance of
the world economy for domestic economies. The result is a rich tapestry of
subtlety and insight.
Not surprisingly, most of Gilpin's observations throughout the book are
highly colored by the theory of hegemonic stability he first helped to orginate.
For him, there is no challenge more central to the future of the world economy
than the apparent deterioration of America's economic pre-eminence. "What
2. U.S.Power, p. 43.
3. The volume, World Politics and InternationalEconomics (Washington: Brookings Institution), edited by C.
Fred Bergsten and Lawrence B. Krause, was published in 1975.
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will take the place of declining American leadership," he asks, "and on what
basis can the world economy be maintained? '4 His answers are not encouraging. On the one hand, "The changing nature of the international economy
has resulted in a need for pluralistic leadership and policy coordination. " On
the other hand, "economic and political differences .. .have made it highly

unlikely that pluralistic management and policy coordination could save the
liberal world economy. "6 The only hope, therefore, is for "some form of benign
mercantilism" 7 to hold the system together -

though what that would mean

in actual practice, unfortunately, is never made clear. If the book warrants
any criticism at all, it is for leaving so little room for optimism about the
future of economic relations. The author's analysis is brilliant; the implications, profoundly disturbing.
4. Robert Gilpin, with the assistance of Jean Gilpin, The Political Economy of InternationalRelations (Princeton
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987), p. 365.
5. Ibid., p. 366.
6. Ibid., p. 378.
7. Ibid., p. 408.

The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers. By Paul Kennedy. New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1987, 540 pp., $24.95.
REVIEWED BY W.

SCOTT THOMPSON

Paul Kennedy, the Yale historian, gets the scripture for his brilliant testament on the rise and fall of great powers from Lenin. It is, as he recalls
Lenin saying, "the uneven economic growth rates of countries which led
ineluctably to the rise of specific powers and the decline of others."
Certainly, Germany and Japan grew rapidly and became major war machines
and (in a later incarnation) major economic powers. Renaissance states rose
and ebbed too, depending ultimately on their growth rates. England rose to
preeminence and then fell from grace. All this Kennedy surveys with a scope
and control that awes. Yet somehow this is not what the book is about. It is
about the rise and relative fall of the United States. And ultimately, it is not
analysis but a sermon.
The precedents for the present American position, he writes, "are not
encouraging."
For it has been a common dilemma facing previous "number-one"
countries that even as their relative economic strength is ebbing,
the growing foreign challenges to their position have compelled
them to allocate more and more of their resources into the military
sector, which in turn squeezes out productive investment and, over
time, leads to the downward spiral of slower growth, heavier taxes,
deepening domestic splits over spending priorities, and a weakening
capacity to bear the burdens of defense.
In the unlikely event that the reader has failed to get the point - or target
Kennedy paraphrases Shaw's "deadly serious quip" to say: "Rome fell;
Babylon fell; Scarsdale's turn will come." So post hoc propter hoc? No, in fact
Kennedy is ahead of us, indeed so much so that sometimes he irritates: just
as one finds a flaw in the argument one discovers that he has discounted it.
He writes that there is nothing inevitable about America's decline.
And yet the book is not a symmetrical examination of the rise and fall of
various great powers; at least a fourth is (directly or indirectly) devoted to
American susceptibilities. The thought keeps occurring that while there may
be nothing inevitable about American decline, it will happen regardless. Any
American reading this book must check himself and not fall in the trap of
saying "not my country." But he may still be wrong, even after adjustments
for blind-sided patriotism.
My chief concern about the salience of the argument is not that he is
necessarily wrong; for all I know he is right. Certainly the American tea leaves
resemble some of those of Britain earlier this century. And Lenin's aphorism
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is surely correct. But there are several variables left out which must affect the
continuation of the argument beyond where Kennedy leaves it.
First, the effect of nuclear weapons. Kennedy's discussion thereof is as usual
brilliant, yet goes nowhere. Nuclear deterrence returns us perhaps to a reliance
on conventional armaments? Has the world changed or has it not, especially
for the United States? We are left dangling. The possibility that nations no
longer have to go through their historic life cycles of war, conquest, defeat,
and decline is not truly pursued. This is not to say that they still might do
so even in the absence of the old cycles. But examining that line of development with the creativity that infuses the earlier argument might raise the
possibility that America would escape the determinist pull of history - and
thus undermine the whole point of the book.
The part of his argument by which powers decline because they go to war
may not work at all for the future. The United States overreached politically
in Vietnam, and it is still feeling the economic consequences. But fatal? If
Kennedy wanted to find a model for imperial overstretch, he should have
looked elsewhere - a very particular elsewhere.
Second, the position of the Soviet Union. Between 1979 and 1983 Soviet
machine tool production declined by half. That is only one - and certainly
not the worst - indicator of Soviet stagnation which has coincided nicely
with Soviet military moves into Afghanistan and elsewhere through surrogates.
In addition, military spending has hit somewhere between 13-20 percent of
GNP - at least double America's. Yet everywhere, Moscow found that it
had no handle on political influence - without the presence of its army. And
even with its army, it failed, as is now so fabulously evident in Kabul.
Third, the grand design of U.S. strategy. If any country ever did well while
doing good, it might have been the United States in the Marshall Plan period.
Now Japan and Germany are eclipsing America. Their trade surpluses sum
to about the cost of America's defense of them. So the United States will
indefinitely agree to borrow money from them to defend them, in about equal
amounts? Is this determinism, post hoc argument, or casuistry?
But there is another point Kennedy misses, apart from my assumption
which the reader will derive above that adjustments among the powers in
Washington, Tokyo, and Bonn are in the cards. That is that it is one thing
for powers to wax and wane, some benefitting from the mistakes of others.
But what of the unique situation where one great power creates in some
measure the success of the others and knows that doing so involves its own
relative decline? Must the benefactor and the recipients necessarily go on to
conflict? No. The ill-starred fates of France and Germany until 1945 are
hardly paradigms for the deliberately-contrived U.S. relations with the latter
after that horrible war. Which is why one assumes that Bonn would indeed
make every effort to help Washington achieve solvency - if convinced that
Washington was truly making the requisite fiscal sacrifices. In other words,
there is a community of interests bonding those two powers that allows them
to transcend the fate of the previously rising, falling and fighting powers.
Can one say the same for Japan or for China, which Kennedy shows to be
on a real economic roll? The former may not have the sentiment or even long-
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term self-interest for the kind of alliance that bonds Bonn to Washington.
But Kennedy scarcely touches Japanese vulnerabilities, which include its aging
population and its limits abroad. Japan's great leaps forward occurred before
Washington began to put its house in order; almost all of the accumulated
U.S. foreign debt came in a period when Japan was already stoking domestic
demand, including five discount rate declines. We are talking lags between
the period of deep U.S. economic bleeding and the (partial) solution in the
early 1990s.
And what about China, growing so fast that it will be a superpower in the
early twenty-first century: does Kennedy assume that America must wane as
the mandate of heaven once again comes down on the Middle Kingdom? Or
might one argue that American championship of China -

not to mention

technological support of and diplomatic cooperation with - will count for
something in continuing an entente cordiale between Beijing and Washington?
Post hoc propter hoc? At least surely we need not assume Chinese-American
relations are a zero-sum game. Seventeenth-century models of decline and fall
may just not work in a global game in which the language of economic
development and the good of all has become at least a major variable in the
relations of nations.
What are we left with? On the one hand some historical lessons brilliantly
contoured that surely any wise American statesmen would do well to ponder.
But comprehension of the new international order? True, Kennedy understands
that America is not the emerald isle; whatever its current decline it is too big
and too central in absolute terms, whatever its percentage loss, to become as
peripheral to world politics in the foreseeable future as Britain became. So
what is he arguing?
The notion that there are new forms of international politics, which his
historical exegesis helps us little to comprehend, is helped if one believes (as
I do) that the United States has become more influential in the 1980s even
as the historically-relevant indicators of its decline rang loud. A decade ago a
choir ran around the country singing of the window of vulnerability and all
manner of dangers emanating from the Soviet Union, if we did not take steps
to right the military balance. As one of those in the choir I think often of
what caused the change, what caused America to make a comeback. Merely
the demise of three Soviet leaders, as our domestic opponents of the day now
like to attribute the prophecy of our arguments to? Or the fact that our
buildup had a real effect on Moscow on the one hand, and on the other that
military power turned out to be more elusive than we - or they - thought,
if unconnected to economic dynamism? I do not know, but I know that
America counts politically and economically more than any other country, by
far, for better or worse. Ask any diplomat in the Gaimusho - or in the
Kremlin.
Paul Kennedy has given us a sermon. Sermons can contain truths, and they
can contain lessons. His great book contains both. But as we read the book
let us focus on his real purpose, because I believe it shapes his methodology.
When he cites the apparently inexorable litany of decline which I cited at the
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start (and which comes at the end of his magnum opus) it is as if all the powers
which he has examined have gone through the same cycle. They have not. It
is what America has done. The litany works only for America. He further
gives the game away in his public presentations, which he focuses solely on
the lessons for America. He too is on a roll, but we should not thereby confuse
his Lesson for Gospel. There's just too much else going on in town.

Beyond American Hegemony: The Future of the Western Alliance. By
David P. Calleo. New York: Basic Books Inc., 1987, 304 pp., index,
$20.95.
REVIEWED BY

JOHN LEDLIE

For decades now political and military commentators have been forecasting
the imminent collapse of NATO - or, if not its total collapse, certainly
serious crumbling of the mortar which binds the various parts of the alliance
edifice together. Yet NATO continues to defy these forecasts and survive as a
living structure; scarred, certainly, and with some of the mortar heavily
patched, but a structure that continues to perform an indispensable function
for its members. It is just not true that, as Melvyn Krauss and others have
suggested, "the present system of Western deterrence is no longer working."
It patently is.
But NATO supporters must beware of justifiable pride in their achievements
turning into complacency. Even well-built edifices sometimes need major
repairs - or even rebuilding. There is a growing realization, among farsighted Europeans as well as Americans, that we now need to think in terms
of major political and military adjustments in alliance security relationships
- both between the North American and European members, and between
the European members themselves.
In his latest book, Beyond American Hegemony: The Future of the Western
Alliance, David Calleo makes a powerful case that the emphasis in U.S.European security must change. In today's more pluralistic world and with
the decline in the economic, military and political power of the United States,
Calleo argues that NATO will not remain viable in its present form. However,
he believes a successful alternative is possible if the European allies assume
responsibility for their own regional defense.
Calleo begins his analysis by examining the historical development of the
Atlantic alliance in the postwar period. He reminds us that, in the early years
(1948-1950), there were many differing views as to whether it was appropriate
(or prudent) for the United States to exercise military hegemony over Europe.
George Kennan and others argued that the long-term interests of the United
States and Europe would be better served by a European alliance with the
support of an American guarantee. The organization of NATO as it exists
now (a U.S. Supreme Commander in Europe; integrated military staffs and
large numbers of U.S. troops stationed in Europe) only developed in the late
1950s following the Korean War and the adoption of NSC-68. At the time,
U.S. hegemony was widely welcomed by the European allies; this hegemony
was further enhanced by the strategy adopted by NATO under the Eisenhower
administration of massive nuclear retaliatory response to a Soviet invasion of
Europe. Such a strategy could necessarily only be implemented by the United
John Ledlie, formerly chief of public relations at the Ministry of Defense, London, is a fellow at Harvard
University's Center for International Affairs.
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States since all the then available nuclear weapons were American or only
available to NATO forces with U.S. approval. The subsequent development
in the early 1960s of Soviet reciprocal nuclear capacity, the end of U.S.
invulnerability and the adoption of the flexible response doctrine logically
pointed to a devolution of the U.S. commitment to the Europeans. Presidents
Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, however, were not interested in relinquishing
U.S. hegemony. Later, Henry Kissinger based U.S. hegemony on hyperactive
diplomacy; burden-sharing with the European allies was designed to shore up
hegemony rather than share it. The Carter and Reagan presidencies have
witnessed no real change in the trend. Under Carter, a new American security
cycle was launched, while the Reagan administration's foreign policy, in
Calleo's view, sustained a forthright effort to rebuild and reassert American
power. In short, four decades of U.S. hegemony.
Calleo develops the thesis that U.S. hegemony is no longer appropriate and
that the problems of its extended geopolitical posture find a ready parallel in
the strains of its international economic position. He argues that an overhaul
of U.S. macro-economic policy is long overdue. Whereas in the early days of
NATO, economic ties and military solidarity reinforced each other, in recent
years politico-military divergence and economic quarrels have compounded
one another. He is undoubtedly correct to point out that while the United
States sees its relationship with Europe as one single "ball of wax," Europe
has a long-standing tendency to insulate economic and diplomatic questions
from security issues, thus permitting a hegemonic military relationship to coexist, not always comfortably, with a pluralistic economic relationship.
While Calleo's case for change in Western security relationships is compelling, some of his proposals for change are less convincing and seem based
on conviction rather than logic. The geopolitical and economic analyses of the
United States (with which it would be difficult to disagree) do not necessarily
dictate the drastic cuts in the U.S. military budget - cuts of the order of
reductions in the U.S. army from 16 to 10 divisions - that Calleo argues
are necessary. There are many alternative strategies which could be implemented. For instance, more modest reductions in the defense budget could
be combined with reductions in civil programs and an increase in taxes. It
seems inadequate to say, as Calleo does, that strategies of this kind are ruled
out by limitations in the American "character." Likewise, on the military
front, Calleo advocates a large, almost bewildering, number of changes,
including a European SACEUR, removal of five U.S. divisions from Europe,
and European control of its own nuclear weapons, without taking due account
of the very considerable military and political implications of such. moves.
His conclusions strike one as vague and simplistic.
He dismisses in one sentence - "if the Europeans preferred, they could
rearrange NATO's internal structure or build parallel arrangements" - the
key issue of whether any European framework for defense can be constructed
within the NATO context, neglecting vital elements, such as France's necessary role in any regional European security arrangements, and the ramifications for U.S.-European relations in a reshuffled security order in Europe.
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Finally, Calleo is misleading when he argues that, "Britain has always retained
substantial national control of its armed forces;" in fact, the vast majority of
British forces are committed to major NATO commands. British contributions
to NATO account, directly or indirectly, for more than 95 percent of its
defense budget.
While it is easy to criticize Calleo's proposals for devolution it is much
harder to find acceptable alternatives. In general, Calleo provides a convincing
historical analysis both of where U.S.-European security relationships are now
and where they need to go in the future. While many of his remedies may
not be feasible today, they are surely the kind of measures that political leaders
on both sides of the Atlantic will need to examine closely in the years ahead
if the NATO edifice is to survive. In his anxiousness to make his case, Calleo
sometimes allows his enthusiasm to run away with him. But it is a fault in
the right direction; in this field enthusiasm of such a positive nature is easily
forgiven. In his opening chapter, Calleo expresses the hope that his book will
jog the lagging evolution of public understanding of why change in the U.S.European security relationship is both essential and possible. He can rest
assured that Beyond American Hegemony does this very well indeed.

China's Second Revolution: Reform After Mao. By Harry Harding.
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1987, 369 pp., $32.95
cloth, $12.95 paper.
REVIEWED BY

DAVID ZWEIG

Harry Harding's important new book is likely to remain for the next decade
the most comprehensive study of China's reform program. Harding sets the
reforms in their historical, economic and political contexts and outlines their
implications for the world community. Within that community, he addresses
specifically the tasks that confront the United States in dealing with a reforming China and American interests in ensuring the reform's success. The world
is clearly a better place with a reformist China in its midst, and support for
the reform program informs Harding's writing.
While some scholars of China may criticize China's Second Revolution for
what it is not -

it does not go into very great depth on most sub-issues in

the reform, such as price reform (one and one-half pages) or bankruptcy (one
page), nor does it break major theoretical or conceptual ground in the study
of reform - this book does what Harding and the Council on Foreign
Relations, which cooperated with Brookings in publishing the study, wanted
it to do. It lays out all the basic issues of the reform period: the significance
of Mao's legacy; the victory of the reformers over Mao's erstwhile successors;
the content of the competing "moderate" and "radical" reform programs; efforts
to liberalize the political system; the degree of institutionalization of the
reforms; the reform's international impact; and the reform's short-term future.
As a result, the audience Harding addresses - the community of scholars,
diplomats, policy 'analysts and students, who are not China specialists but
who desire to understand China's remarkable "Second Revolution" - is indeed
wide, and this is one of the book's greatest strengths. With Harding's help,
they will understand it quite well. Had he chosen instead to address fine
points of each sub-topic, the book would have been too long and intellectually
unavailable to non-China hands.
Nevertheless, Harding makes many interesting points that China specialists
as well will enjoy reading. First, by tracing the political battles of the late
1970s and early mid- 1980s, and by laying out the "moderate reform" program,
Harding shows that today's opponents of "radical" reform still support changes
in the system. Their early alliance with Deng and radical reformers drove
Mao's successors, including his heir apparent Hua Guofeng, from office,
opening the way to significant changes. While moderate reformers may oppose
liberal reforms, such as separation of powers, ending Party control in factories,
"special economic zones" and foreign-owned subsidiaries, few want to return
to even early post-Mao policies. Those who traveled or lived in Maoist China
can attest to the fact that "the realm of politically-acceptable discussion has
been widened, the number of prohibited subjects and conclusions has been
David Zweig is an Assistant Professor of International Politics at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
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reduced, criticism has been focused on a smaller number of people, the
characterization of their political offenses is milder, and the punishments they
receive are lighter." Even as debates and campaigns continue, the arc of the
pendulum between ideological campaigns and periods of pragmatism has
decreased dramatically, making life for most people in China far more predictable and secure.
Second, Harding explains the alternating cycles of reform and reaction that
have characterized the entire reform period. While problems, such as inflation,
short-term foreign debt, assaults from foreign cultures, political dissent and
a lost ethos of self-sacrifice embolden moderate reformers to try and roll back
new initiatives, the radical reformers have foiled these efforts by showing that
such campaigns frighten Chinese peasants, intellectuals, workers and, of increasing importance, foreign investors, all of whom place their various contributions to China's modernization on hold. And in each case the radical
reformers have succeeded, suggesting that Americans should not panic when
the tide shifts against the reforms, as many did following Hu Yaobang's
January 1987 fall from grace and the ensuing "anti-bourgeois liberalization"
campaign.
Third, in an excellent section on China's impact on the international
political economy, which includes some very useful tables, Harding argues
that China's decision to join the global economic community offers little of
concern to the overall system. Chinese leaders, driven by the historic goal of
self-reliance, have cautiously handled China's debt, limiting its international
borrowing as a percentage of world borrowing. Moreover, its large domestic
market, and the continuing preference of Chinese businesses to sell domestically, rather than export, make it improbable that China will become another
export-driven NIC. Only with respect to specific crops and products, such as
textiles, rice and soya beans, should the United States and specific Southeast
Asian nations be concerned about China's open door to foreign trade.
Finally, this book is vintage Harry Harding - each issue has three to five
sub-themes - in its clarity and conciseness. Harding's passion for scenarios
is also present, as he describes three ways the reforms could fail. These are:
the "Soviet disease," where the reforms get "trapped in a treadmill of partial
adjustments;" the "Hungarian disease," where the reforms create economic
and social problems so severe that support for them collapses; and the "Polish
disease," where intellectuals' demands for greater freedom combine with workers' desires for higher living standards and real trade unions. Nevertheless,
Harding believes the reforms will continue after Deng dies, albeit more slowly.
This was a difficult book to write, and although Harding is one of America's
most respected analysts of China's domestic and foreign policies, he surprises
this reader by his ability to discuss so many issues cogently. Moreover, he
does all this while taking into account the ever-changing politics of reform
which sparked new events as the book went to galleys. If one has time to
read only one book on China's reforms, this is the one.

Reflections on the Cuban Missile Crisis. By Raymond L. Garthoff.
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1987, 159 pp., including
index and appendix, $18.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.
REVIEWED BY

PHILIP NASH

The claims of presidential aspirant Pat Robertson that Soviet nuclear missiles remain in Cuba' reflect, among other things, how the defiant Castro
regime and the Cuban Missile Crisis continue to capture the imaginations of
many Americans. The October 1962 crisis, always a popular subject, has
become even more so within the last year as new information has emerged
and provoked reexaminations of what was perhaps the world's most perilous
nuclear confrontation.
The prolific Raymond L. Garthoff has produced a brief contribution to this
latest discussion, Reflections on the Cuban Missile Crisis. Garthoff, a fellow at
the Brookings Institution, was at least marginally involved in the crisis as a
staff-level advisor in the State Department. The book is partially his personal
memoir, interwoven with references to memoranda he wrote during the crisis.
These declassified memoranda appear in an appendix, and while supplementing
the historical record, they were not central to American decision-making at
the time nor do they represent a breakthrough in our understanding of this
complex episode.
Rather, Garthoff's account is most useful for its coverage of Soviet sources
and perceptions of what they label the "Caribbean Crisis," and of its aftermath.
While most works end at October 28, when Soviet premier Khrushchev agreed
to dismantle and remove the medium-range missiles, Garthoff shows how the
crisis was not really resolved until November 20, when the United States
secured the removal of Soviet 11-28 bombers and other concessions. Moreover,
he convincingly illustrates how, because the adequate verification and safeguard
demands by President Kennedy were never met, the United States did not
formally pledge itself against future invasion of Cuba. Not until 1970, when
the Soviets again broached the issue, did Washington make such a commitment.

2

Garthoff also includes many incidents of the crisis that he and others first
revealed in 1987, including:
(1) SAC commander General Thomas Power, without the authorization or
knowledge of Kennedy or his advisors on the "ExComm," issued the orders
placing his forces on full-alert "in the clear" rather than in code in order to
"rub the Soviets' noses" in our overwhelming nuclear superiority.3
Philip Nash is a candidate for the MAID degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. See "Robertson Stands by his Statement on Cuban Missiles," Boston Globe, 16 February 1988, p. 13, and
"New Sources Cited for Missile Charge," Boston Globe, 17 February 1988, p. 11.
2. Raymond L. Garthoff, Rflactions on the Cuban Missile Crisis, (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1987), pp. 6183.
3. Ibid., pp. 37-38. U.S. forces were placed on "DefCon 2," the highest alert ever. General Power is the same
one who said in 1960, "At the end of a war, if there are two Americans and one Russian, we win!" Quoted
in Fred Kaplan, The Wizards of Armageddon, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983), p. 246.
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(2) Soviet colonel and American spy Oleg Penkovsky, just before his arrest
in Moscow on October 22, apparently decided to "bring the temple down on
everyone else as well" by sending a telephonic code to his CIA handlers
indicating imminent Soviet attack. Fortunately, the CIA decided his signal
4
was false and did not pass it on to the ExComm.
(3) The downing of an American U-2 spy plane at the height of the crisis
(October 27) may have been the work of Cuban forces that had seized control
of a surface-to-air missile site from the Soviets. 5
(4) President Kennedy, contrary to existing accounts, was willing to sustain
serious political costs and publicly trade U.S. Jupiter missiles in Turkey for
the Soviet missiles' removal rather than eliminate them with the airstrikes
planned for October 29 or 30. Apparently, with the knowledge only of
Secretary of State Dean Rusk and a go-between, Kennedy was prepared to
arrange for the UN Secretary-General to propose such a deal if Khrushchev
were to reject the American ultimatum of late October 27.6
Garthoff links the first three of these incidents with other revelations to
strengthen implicitly the argument made by crisis veterans such as McGeorge
Bundy and Robert McNamara that crises do not necessarily lend themselves
to "management." Some of these developments could have led to nuclear war
despite the fact that the Americans, with their vast nuclear superiority, did
not want nuclear war any more than the Soviets did. 7 Deemphasizing crisis
management, Garthoff concludes with the notion of "crisis prevention," something that interests Soviet observers much more than American.
The greatest weakness of Garthoff's book is that he introduces new facts
and certain issues without analyzing them. Apart from his annoyingly sloppy
documentation, he does not so much explore as exploit those revelations for
which he is responsible, as if merely to say, "look what only I can show you."
Kennedy's safety-valve plan to swap Turkish for Cuban missiles, arguably the
single most significant fact brought out last year, is included but not discussed.
We may infer that Garthoff, by stressing uncontrolled and potentially dangerous incidents, believes that nuclear war was more likely in 1962 than we
have supposed. But didn't Kennedy's missile-exchange backup reduce the
likelihood of nuclear war?8 Garthoff simply does not choose to analyze it.
Indeed, Garthoff abruptly follows the revelation of Kennedy's contingency
plan with that chapter's summary: "I believe that both the U.S. and Soviet

4. Garthoff, pp. 39-41.
5. Ibid., pp. 52n-53n. Garthoff does not identify the source of this information by name, but we now know
it is Daniel Ellsberg, who worked for the Defense Department at the time. See Seymour Hersh, "Was Castro
Out of Control in 1962?" Washington Post, 11 October 1987, sec. H, pp. 1-2.
6. Ibid., pp. 59-60.
7. Robert S. McNamara: "Despite an advantage of seventeen to one in our favor, President Kennedy and I
were deterred from even considering an attack on the USSR by the knowledge that, although such a strike
would destroy the Soviet Union, tens of their weapons would survive to be launched against the United
States. These would kill millions of Americans. No responsible political leader would expose his nation to
such a catastrophe." Blundering into Disaster: Surviving the First Century of the Nudear Age, (New York:
Pantheon, 1986), pp. 44-45.
8. Marc Trachtenberg, remarks at Tufts University, 7 December 1987.
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leaderships reached a sensible and statesmanlike compromise solution to the
problem." 9 Most of his statements are not so bland, but many rival it in
shallowness. Thus, while in fairness Garthoff has achieved most of what he
set out to do - adding to the existing body of memoir material, incorporating
new information and more of the Soviet perspective - his Reflections are not
particularly reflective. Scholars of the Cuban Missile Crisis will find the book
a useful resource rather than a thorough assessment. Others will still be better
off reading Robert F. Kennedy's Thirteen Days, with all its shortcomings, in
conjunction with more recent journal articles. 0
9. Garthoff, p. 60.
10. See especially David A. Welch and James G. Blight, "The Eleventh Hour of the Cuban Missile Crisis: An
Introduction to the ExComrnm Transcripts," InternationalSecurity 12:3 (Winter 1987-88): 5-29; Eliot A.
Cohen, "Why We Should Stop Studying the Cuban Missile Crisis," The NationalInterest 2 (Winter 198586): 3-13; Marc Trachtenberg, "The Influence ofNuclear Weapons in the Cuban Missile Crisis," International
Security 10:1 (Summer 1985): 137-63; Richard Ned Lebow, "The Cuban Missile Crisis: Reading the Lessons
Correctly," PoliticalScience Quarterly 98:3 (Fall 1983): 431-58; Barton J. Bernstein, "The Cuban Missile
Crisis: Trading the Jupiters in Turkey?" PoliticalScience Quarterly 95:1 (Spring 1980): 97-125.

The Two Germanies since 1945. By Henry Ashby Turner, Jr. New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1987, 228 pp., including index, $17.95.
REVIEWED BY

KAREN DONFRIED

The division of Germany is a testament to the geopolitical upheaval caused
by the Second World War. The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) have become incorporated into two
distinct power blocs which are politically, economically, and ideologically
opposed. The two countries, however, remain linked by a shared past, culture,
and language.
Henry Ashby Turner, Jr. has chosen the interaction between the two
Germanies as the focus of his study. In his preface, he points out that most
works on the post-1945 period focus exclusively on either East or West
Germany and thus obscure the essential interaction between them, so vital to
the development of each state.
Turner begins his book with an overview of the immediate postwar situation, including the emergence of the Cold War with Germany as its focus.
He describes the establishment of two separate German states and proceeds
with a chronological analysis which prominently features the domestic developments in each state. He alternates his chapters between West and East
Germany, dividing his analysis by the tenure of the various governments: the
Christian Democrats in the FRG, Ulbricht in the GDR, the Social-Liberal
era in the West. Turner gives shorter shrift to Erich Honecker's reign in the
GDR, which he incorporates in a final chapter devoted also to the recapture
by the West German Christian Democrats of the chancellorship in 1982 and
to contemporary problems common to both states.
The book should prove of great value to any newcomer to postwar German
history, as Turner skillfully weaves together the political, economic, and
cultural strands of postwar development in the two Germanies. His lucid style
survives even the intricacies of the West German electoral system.
The brevity of the book is both a blessing and a curse. The blessing is the
concise overview provided of the past forty years in the two Germanies. The
curse is the holes which .inevitably result when limitations of space cannot
accommodate attention to detail. For example, Turner describes Chancellor
Erhard's success at resuscitating the West German-American relationship,
which had soured under the tutelage of President Kennedy and Chancellor
Adenauer. What factors explain this improved relationship? Turner credits
the personal chemistry between Erhard and President Johnson, as well as
Erhard's "acceding to American requests for help in financing the American
military forces stationed in West Germany."' At this point, the reader might
think that Erhard was the first West German Chancellor to agree to what
became known as "offset agreements." In fact, the first West German-AmerKaren Donfried is a candidate for the MALD degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. Henry Ashby Turner, Jr., The Two Germanies since 1945 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), p. 89.
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ican agreement on West German compensatory measures to offset American
troop-related expenditures in the FRG was signed in October 1961, when
both Kennedy and Adenauer were in office.
In the overall framework of the book, Turner has taken on two seemingly
complementary, yet ultimately conflicting tasks. On the one hand, he spends
the first 208 pages of his book providing a neutral, authoritative history of
the two Germanies for the general reader (no footnotes are used). On the other
hand, he devotes his last nine pages to a thesis-bearing conclusion: How East
and West Germany manage their future relations will have consequences far
beyond Germany because "two great superpower blocs . .. impinge upon

each other in the middle of Germany more closely than anywhere else on the
globe." 2 While certainly the two states share particular problems, such as the
deterioration of their forests (Waldsterben) or crises of identity, a mutual ability
to affect the superpower conflict is a much more elusive proposition.
Neither German state has been able "to go it alone" since 1945. Turner's
overview of the two countries' postwar histories underscores the centrality of
external factors to their development. Vivid memories of past German aggression coupled with the strategic and economic importance of the two Germanies
ensured that neither German state could independently determine its own
fate. The FRG responded positively to incentives from the West to join such
organizations as NATO and the European Community and built up domestic
institutions designed not to repeat the mistakes of the Weimar Republic. The
GDR, meanwhile, was provided a Soviet blueprint for development.
It is this history, laid out by Turner, that renders his conclusion difficult
to accept. In the last chapter entitled "An Era of Mutual Accommodation,"

Turner predicts:
As the two German states approached the end of the twentieth
century one incontestable aspect of their relations became increasingly apparent: despite Germany's political and military division,
the fates of the two parts of the country remained inextricably
entangled. A persisting consciousness of a common past and a
shared culture as well as myriad familial ties linked the Germans
in East and West.

.

.How the Germans in East and West manage

their relations with each other in the future will have ramifications
far beyond their country. 3
While Turner is right in pointing to the interwoven fates of East and West
Germany, each country's ability to manage intra-German relations is more
limited than Turner's treatment suggests. The FRG belongs to an alliance
dominated by the United States. Most West Germans believe that the 230,000
American soldiers quartered on their soil strengthen a vital American security
guarantee. The GDR, where 400,000 Soviet soldiers are stationed, is perhaps
less a willing alliance partner than a convenient forward base for the Soviet
2. Ibid., pp. 216-217.
3. Ibid., p. 216.
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army. The flexibility of the East German leadership is constrained by its
powerfil "ally," the Soviet Union.
One example of Soviet influence on the GDR involved the long-planned
visit of East German leader Honecker to the FRG, a visit finally realized in
the fall of 1987. Turner describes the postponement of Honecker's visit in
the fall of 1984 as evidence of "both strong Soviet pressure against further
East-West accommodation in Germany" and of the GDR leadership's desire
for the continuation of such accommodation. 4 But whatever desires one can
ascertain on the East German side, the bottom line was that Moscow vetoed
Honecker's trip.
As for the West German situation, the dependence of the FRG on other
states for its security limits its flexibility in seeking common ground with its
Eastern half. The INF treaty (eliminating land-based intermediate-range nuclear missiles) triggered West German fears that the American strategic nuclear
cape might not be drawn snugly enough around the country. This action on
the superpower arms control front has both revived West European defense
cooperation, particularly between the French and the West Germans, and
reinvigorated Ostpolitik. The movement in Ostpolitik has been evidenced to
date by the Moscow visit of conservative Bavarian leader, Franz-Josef Strauss,
in late December 1987 - a prelude to Soviet Foreign Minister Shevardnadze's
visit to Bonn in January 1988. However, as a New York Times journalist noted:
"As always, Bonn's revived Ostpolitik has sounded alarms in Washington,
5
Paris and London."
The two Germanies do interact with and react to each other. Their ability
to manage this relationship successfully, though, is not just a function of each
side's existing cultural, personal, and economic incentives. It also hinges on
the ability to overcome the ideological, political, and strategic constraints
which the divergent paths of development followed by East and West Germany
over the past four decades have necessarily produced. Perhaps if Turner had
devoted more time to the foreign policies of the two German states, the
inevitable limitations of mutual accommodation would have surfaced. While
the final message of Turner's book is controversial, he has done a masterful
job of providing the reader with a succinct overview of a divided Germany,
in which two states still make up one nation.
4. Ibid., p. 206.
5. Serge Schmemann, "Summit Treaty Spurs Bonn to Play the Field for Detente and Disarmament," New York
Times, 27 January 1988, p. A8.

The Sixth Continent: Mikhail Gorbachov and the Soviet Union. By
Mark Frankland. New York: Harper & Row, 1987, 336 pages, index,
$22.95.
REVIEWED BY

STEVEN FRANTZEN

Complete with inside accounts of Kremlin political maneuvering and conversations with Soviet citizens, Mark Frankland's The Sixth Continent: Mikhail
Gorbachov and the Soviet Union examines the emergence of the new Soviet
leadership and the challenges which face Mikhail Gorbachov and his reform
program. As the former London Observer Moscow correspondent from 1982 to
1985, Frankland observed firsthand the transition from the Brezhnev era to
the rise of Gorbachov and glasnost. Consequently, this journalistic account
focuses heavily on the emergence and reign of Yuri Andropov and the period
up to 1985. Frankland draws on this period, perhaps too narrowly, to elucidate
the main challenges to Gorbachov today.
Frankland begins his analysis with a description of life and politics in Soviet
society under Brezhnev and the political struggle which ensued after his death.
Described as belonging to a generation of quintessential bureaucrats accustomed to the privileges of status and power, Brezhnev and his cohorts,
Frankland correctly maintains, sought to preserve their position by retaining
the economic, political, and social order inherited from Stalin. Frankland
asserts this system produced an economic and political stagnation which
facilitated increased corruption and alienated segments of the population. The
changes required by developing technologies and the growing need for reform
to sustain economic growth, Frankland argues, were seriously inhibited. Thus,
the obstacles to the emergence of a new Soviet leadership intent on reforming
the Soviet system were many.
The huge amount of space devoted to Yuri Andropov belies the subtitle of
this book. Indeed, in light of Frankland's expulsion from the Soviet Union
in 1985, one wonders whether he initially intended to produce a work on the
emergence and reign of this former leader. Frankland focuses heavily on
Andropov's ascent to power and his subsequent role in meeting the challenge
posed by the legacy of the Brezhnev era. He justly credits Andropov for first
calling to attention the Soviet Union's "time of troubles" and taking the initial
steps in addressing the problems of the Soviet economic and political system.
Frankland maintains that Andropov, unusual for a generation which reached
political maturity under Stalin, was a leader intent on transcending the
political orthodoxy of the party bureaucracy and revitalizing the system. He
further argues that Andropov established the groundwork for Gorbachov's rise
to power and the subsequent implementation of reform measures. Although
Franldand correctly specifies the importance of Andropov's role in the leadership transition to Gorbachov, it is questionable whether Andropov, as former
Steven Frantzen is a candidate for the MALD degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
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head of the KGB and a product of the easy-going Brezhnev years, could
dismiss orthodoxy and realistically confront the country's problems.
One encounters the weakest part of Frankland's analysis in the latter part
of the book when he finally turns to Gorbachov. Having succeeded in conveying the challenges to Gorbachov's economic and political reform in his
examination of the leadership transition period up to 1985, Frankland fails
to provide a specific account of Gorbachov's political ascent as the title
suggests. He gives a general description of Gorbachov's background, his path
to power, and the inner workings of the Soviet political system which brought
him to power, yet neglects to provide the same level of analysis given to
Andropov. He concludes his overview with a look at some of Gorbachov's
reform measures and the opposition to change embodied in the party bureaucracy and Soviet society. Frankland betrays his sympathy for Gorbachov in
the end when he remarkably compares the leader to Peter the Great in his
desire to modernize the country. He does not venture to predict whether
Gorbachov will be as successful.
Despite the book's shortcomings, it does provide unique and informative
insights into aspects of contemporary Soviet society and politics. Frankland
makes a useful contribution to present literature on the Soviet Union in
producing a general, readable work. The book may be of interest to those
looking for an entertaining overview of the transition from the Brezhnev era
to the emergence of Gorbachov.

Covert Action: The Limits of Intervention in the Postwar World. By
Gregory F. Treverton. New York: Basic Books Inc., 1987, 293 pp.,
$19.95.
REVIEWED BY PAMELA B. BERKOWSKY

Eyes were glued to television sets across the United States throughout the
summer of 1987 as the drama of the Reagan administration's Iran-Contra
affair unfolded during each day of Congressional testimony. Yet even with
more than thirty years of official involvement in the business of covert action,
the United States - as the Irangate debacle illustrates - still has much to
learn. In the wake of this controversy and the official reports and recommendations that have ensued, Gregory F. Treverton attempts in Covert Action: The
Limits of Intervention in the Postwar World to place the Iran-Contra affair within
its proper historical context. As the author notes:
It is striking that, in the mid-1980s as in the mid-1950s, the
targets of American covert action were Iran and Central America.
Yet the parallel may mislead as much as it instructs, for if the
more recent episodes testify to how hard covert action is, the earlier
seemed to show how easy it was. 1
To prove this point, Treverton devotes the majority of his work to analyzing
two of the CIA's major operations of the 1950s: AJAX, which sought the
overthrow of Iranian prime minister, Mossadeq, and SUCCESS, which prescribed intervention at the highest levels of Guatemalan politics to remove
Arbenz from power. In both cases, the author argues that fear in Washington
of Moscow's growing influence served as the trigger for covert involvement to
undermine these foreign governments. He explores both the strategic and
private economic motivations behind the policy decisions. America's open
hostility to Arbenz and Mossadeq were necessary preconditions for U.S. intervention.
Treverton is no newcomer to the intelligence world. Having served on the
staffs of the renowned Church committee and the National Security Council,
the author knows all the right questions that ought to be asked in a study
that examines the conduct of covert actions by a democratic society. Yet while
he poses the appropriate questions, he has so carefully selected his case studies
that the conclusions he ultimately draws at the end are nothing more than
obvious. The CIA's lesser-known secret operations in Tibet and Indonesia, for
example, warrant only a brief mention. Nonetheless, his study is timely, and
innovative in its comparison of the standard "successes" of the 1950s with the
"failures" of the 1960s and 1980s.
Pamela B. Berkowsky is a candidate for the MAID degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. Gregory F. Treverton, Covert Action: The Limits of Intervntion in the Postwar World (New York: Basic Books,
Inc., 1987), p. 45.
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Throughout the book, Treverton attempts to demonstrate how the successes
of AJAX and SUCCESS, achieved with few men and relatively little money
in comparison to the cost of mounting an operation today, affected the
subsequent covert operations run by the CIA. He argues that the momentum
provided by such "wins" in the 1950s encouraged policy-makers to believe
that covert operations were one of the most effective policy instruments. In a
chapter entitled "The Momentum of Action: Small Operations and Large
Commitments," the author introduces one of the book's most pervasive
themes:
Once covert actions begin, no matter how hesitantly or provisionally, they can be hard to stop. Operational realities intrude, with
deadlines attached. New stakes are created, changing the balance
of risks and rewards as perceived by political leaders and shifting
the structure of the debate: the burden of proof switches from those
who would propose covert action to those who would oppose it.2
Treverton demonstrates that the momentum provided by the successes in Iran
and Guatemala contributed to the dramatic failures of the Bay of Pigs and
the U.S. intervention in Chile. Such operations were further complicated by
bureaucratic commitments and the United States' inability to control the
indigenous forces it engaged for the conduct of the operations.
In his discussion of the Reagan administration's support for the Nicaraguan
Contras, a policy which Treverton calls "the most public covert action in
history," the author insightfully concludes that much of what lies behind the
failure thus far of the Central American operation is that administration
officials at the outset were always much clearer about what they opposed (i.e.
communism) than what they supported and why. 3 Treverton writes that
American political culture largely explains this failure.
In an attempt to address the question of whether covert actions make sense
as part of American foreign policy, Treverton devotes the last third of the
book to lessons for the future. While he credits Reagan with having rebuilt
the institution of the American presidency and forging a new foreign policy
consensus in the post-Vietnam/post-Watergate era, he argues that these gains
were undermined by the debacle of the Iran-Contra affair. Treverton concludes
that not only are most covert actions unlikely to remain secret, but that the
United States faces more formidable opponents than ever before - both
politically and militarily. As a result of these two constraints on American
policy, Treverton offers an alternative for U.S. action: "The economic vulnerability of some of these countries does offer opportunities for more patient
American approaches, not necessarily to supplant regimes but to nudge them
in directions more acceptable to the United States. ''4 If the use of covert
actions are deemed necessary to future administrations in spite of the fact that
2. Ibid., p. 85.
3. Ibid., p. 108, p. 114.
4. Ibid., p. 192.
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they have increasingly become more difficult to mount successfully, Treverton
advises strongly in the final pages that they not be run out of the White
House. The success of future covert actions, he warns, will depend not only
on a president's ability to invoke the specter of "plausible deniability," but
also on the expertise, integrity and accountability of CIA operatives. This
conclusion, however, is not surprising, and serves only to underscore the
inherent problems facing a democracy in its conduct of covert operations.

A Life in Peace and War. By Brian Urquhart. New York: Harper & Row,
1987, 390 pp., $25.00.
REVIEWED BY

MARIA R. BUSTELO

A Life in Peace and War should be required reading for anyone interested
in the United Nations. Urquhart's autobiography is, in essence, a history of
the United Nations' peace-keeping efforts through the eyes of an insider.
Joining the organization in 1946 as private secretary to Gladwyn Jebb, the
man responsible for the initial organization of the institution, Urquhart
quickly moved up the ladder. First, as personal assistant to Trygve Lie, the
first Secretary-General and, later, as chief assistant to the Under SecretaryGeneral for Special Political Affairs, Ralph Bunche, from 1953-1974, Urquhart witnessed the UN's efforts to maintain peace and stability in international crises and to assert its authority as a legitimate player in world politics.
Appointed in 1974 as Under Secretary-General, a position he held until his
retirement in 1986, Urquhart was responsible for the management of the
organization's peace-keeping forces.
There is perhaps no better individual to provide a reasoned, experienced
analysis of the value and experience of the UN efforts in this controversial
area. Urquhart performs his task beautifully, and the book is a pleasure to
read. Demonstrating his sharp wit in well-selected, amusing anecdotes, he
has achieved a good balance between objective accounting and subjective
recollection that makes for an informative but also personalized view of UN
history.
Urquhart provides balanced portraits of all the secretary-generals and follows
the changes in style, structure and function that the UN has experienced. He
begins with the problems of Trygve Lie, details the golden era of Dag
Hammarskjold, assesses the often-denied achievements of U Thant and the
sincere efforts of Kurt Waldheim, and ends with a description of the selfeffacing persistence of Javier Perez de Cuellar. He examines the "damage" the
UN suffered from the "living lie" of Waldheim. 1 Without discussing the
specific accusations of Waldheim's collaboration with the Nazis, Urquhart
condemns the former secretary-general for lying about his war record. He
concludes: "[the Waldheim episode is above all an indictment of the way in
which governments, and especially the great powers, select the world's leading
2
international civil servant."
Given his primary role in the UN's peace-keeping efforts, Urquhart focuses
his attention on the international crises that he has confronted: the wars in
the Middle East; the civil wars in the Congo, Cyprus and Lebanon; and the
problem of Namibia. He details the UN's involvement in each episode and
provides his personal assessment of the success or failure of the mission. These
Maria R. Bustelo is a candidate for the MALD degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. Brian Urquhart, A Life in Peace and War (New York: Harper & Row,_ 1987), p.227.
2. Ibid., pp. 227-228.
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descriptive accounts also include revealing insights of well-known international
figures.
The most valuable contribution of A Life in Peace and War is Urquhart's
defense of the role and importance of the UN's peace-keeping efforts. In
contrast to others who have defended the organization by focusing almost
entirely on its socio-economic and humanitarian achievements, Urquhart rallies to the UN's defense by rebutting critics who argue that the UN has had
a negligible influence in maintaining peace and international stability. He
discusses the possibilities the UN still offers and the ways in which it can
and has been used to help maintain world peace. Urquhart's reply dispels
many of the naive illusions on which expectations for the UN are based but
still manages to make a strong case for its continued worth, even in the most
controversial area of peace-keeping. Disillusioned about the rationality of
governments' decisions, skeptical about statesmen's behavior, wary of unreasonable expectations, Urquhart has managed to maintain and transmit to his
readers a deep belief in the values that the United Nations represents. Urquhart
concludes:
In the United Nations, the only global design we have for this
daunting task [managing world conflict andprogress], the enormity
of the challenge, the feebleness of the general will, and the smallness
of the means were all too evident. As the years went by, the
obstacles often seemed overwhelming and the spirit alarmingly
weak. But then a disaster, or a near disaster, or sometimes even an
exceptional leader, would remind the nations once again that they
must cooperate or perish. The effort continues. It must be intensified.

3

A Life in Peace and War is a forceful reminder that the ideal international
civil servant - capable, impartial, and dedicated - can and does exist. It
demonstrates that the work of international cooperation can be carried out in
a pragmatic and realistic manner, without losing sight of the basic idealism
which is its best hope for the future.
3. Ibid., pp. 378-379.

The Long Peace: Inquiries into the History of the Cold War. By John
Lewis Gaddis. New York: Oxford University Press, 1987, 245 pp.,
$24.95.
REVIEWED BY

DANIEL HORNER

In his 1982 book, Strategies of Containment, John Lewis Gaddis referred to
a colleague who divided historians into "lumpers" and "splitters." Lumpers,
Gaddis explained, "seek to impose order on the past: they deliver themselves of sweeping generalizations that attempt to make sense out of whole
epochs . . ."1 A lumper reading this new Gaddis offering could summarize
its eight essays on the early history of the Cold War as follows: one, the
makers of U.S. foreign policy were shrewder than we might have thought;

and, two, nuclear weapons might not be as evil as we think they are.
As part of the first lump, one could cite, for example, Gaddis's conclusions
in the essay, "Dividing Adversaries: The United States and International
Communism, 1945-1958." Gaddis observes:
All one can say now is that the intention of promoting fragmentation
existed within Eisenhower's administration, as it had within Truman's as well; and that whatever subsequently happened to the
communist world corresponded, more than is usually the case in
matters of policy and strategy, to the objectives Washington had
2
sought.
Such a conclusion certainly does not constitute a gross overstatement. Indeed,
it is cited in part to make the necessary counter-argument that Gaddis's
retrospective justifications do not detract from the quality of these essays.
In the discussion of U.S. policy toward communist states, Gaddis makes a
strong case that in spite of their public rhetoric, U.S. policy-makers did not
regard China - and, perhaps to a lesser extent, Eastern Europe - as part of
a monolithic communist block. He cites National Security Resolution 48/5,
approved by President Truman on May 17, 1951, which listed this primary
U.S. objective: "detach China as an effective ally of the U.S.S.R. and support
3
the development of an independent China which has renounced aggression."
Two and one-half years later, in a private meeting, Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles declared:
[Tihe best hope for intensifying the strain and difficulties between
Communist China and Russia would be to keep the Chinese under
maximum pressure rather than by relieving such pressure ...
[PIressure and strain would compel them to make more demands
Daniel Homer is a candidate for the MAID degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982) p. vii.
2. John Lewis Gaddis, The Long Peace: Inquiries into the History of the Cold War (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1987) p. 193.
3. Ibid., p. 172.
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on the U.S.S.R. which the latter would be unable to meet and the
strain would consequently increase . . .4
Thus, U.S. policy analysis was sufficiently sophisticated not only to recognize
the possibility of a split between the two leading communist states, but also
to consider the method by which it might best be achieved.
Another valuable essay is "The Origins of Self-Deterrence: The United
States and the Non-Use of Nuclear Weapons, 1945-1958." Why, Gaddis
asks, did two presidents decline to use nuclear weapons in a series of crises,
even though they did not have to fear retaliation in kind from the Soviet
Union? He provides an incisive analysis of the military, political and moral
arguments that contributed to the decision not to use the bomb. His summary
of these factors, however, is disappointingly predictable: "Resort to what had
come to be thought of as the absolute political or military objectives could
only have a cheapening effect: the result could well have been more frequent
use, but less effective deterrence." 5 Precisely because the rest of the essay is
so cogent and provocative, this conclusion is unsatisfying. The reader is left
to wonder about Gaddis's thoughts on such pertinent questions as: Does the
past rejection of the nuclear option indicate that the weapons are inherently
unusable? Are they unusable in situations other than direct confrontation with
the Soviet Union? Are there implications for current U.S. nuclear strategy
and force structure? The answers, of course, would be highly speculative, but
it seems that Gaddis's insight and perspective on these issues would have been
appropriate and meaningful.
There is another troubling element in this discussion. In spite of noting
"how easily things could have gone the other way," - that is, that nuclear
weapons could have been used - the essay seems to contain a soothing
undercurrent of reassurance. If nuclear weapons were not used when there
were relatively few reasons to refrain, why, one asks, should we be fearful
now? Such an interpretation might not be the one that Gaddis intended, but
it is one that is difficult to avoid in the light of the book's title essay, "The
Long Peace."
"The Long Peace" is the principle example of what may be termed as the
second "lump." It contends that the bipolar system resulting from World
War II has actually formed a stable and rather satisfactory international system.
Moreover, "[iut seems inescapable that what has really made the difference in
inducing this unaccustomed caution has been the workings of the nuclear
deterrent. ' 6 He does add that this is not to say:
that the nuclear deterrent could not function equally well with
half, or a fourth, or even an eighth of the nuclear weapons now in
the arsenals of the superpowers. Nor is it intended to deprecate the
4. Ibid., p. 148.
5. Ibid., p. 146.
6. Ibid., p. 230.
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importance of refraining from steps that might destabilize the

existing stalemate

.

..

7

But that is the extent of the discussion of this crucial qualifier. Although
Gaddis is, of course, correct that there have been no direct military confrontations between the United States and the Soviet Union, he appears to overvalue the system when he claims that no "major wars" have taken place in
the last forty years. What about the current conflict between Iran and Iraq?
To deny that it is "major" in terms of the casualty figures is to show a rather
high tolerance for carnage. More important for Gaddis's thesis, to argue that
the war is not a major one because it does not involve the superpowers is to
damage it (though perhaps not irreparably).
To criticize the book in these ways is not to suggest that it is not worth
reading. Quite the contrary. Gaddis has assembled copious documentation
and has incorporated it into a lucid narrative. Although the book is composed
of eight different essays, they work well together. Each informs the others
and, together, they develop a variety of themes for analysis of U.S. policy
during the Cold War, e.g.: the importance of assessing an adversary's intentions as well as capabilities; the value of tacit agreements; the changing
distinction between vital and peripheral interests. If, as Gaddis says in his
introduction, these essays grew out of questions left unresolved by Strategies
of Containment, then we have good reason to hope that he will pursue some of
the controversial points raised by The Long Peace.
7. Ibid., p. 231.

China's War with Vietnam, 1979: Issues, Decisions and Implications.
By King C. Chen. Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1987, 234 pp.,
$18.95 paper.
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At 5:00 a.m. on Feb. 17, 1979, Chinese troops burst across the border
into Vietnam, launching a bloody and destructive 16-day war. The attack,
called by the Chinese a "self-defensive counteroffensive measure," was aimed
at a Vietnamese government that China considered arrogant and hostile. In
starting the war, Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping adhered to Mao's observation
on the meaning of war in politics. Writing in 1938, Mao had advised, "When
politics develops to a certain stage beyond which it cannot proceed by the
usual means, war breaks out to sweep away the obstacles in the way."'
Recognized as "Deng's War," the action demonstrated China's willingness to
use war as an instrument of foreign policy.
King C. Chen's book defines the contemporary context of Chinese foreign
policy and examines the war with Vietnam within this evolving context. Chen
argues that Chinese foreign policy is in transition between traditional regional
considerations and the crucible of superpower relations. Was this war a
punitive action by a historically-conscious China asserting its authority as the
Middle Kingdom over a defiant tributary state? Or was China flexing its
hegemonic muscle in a region under increasing pressure from Soviet expansionism? Chen answers both these questions with a "yes," exploring the
complexities of Chinese history as acted out on the modern stage of superpower
drama.
Chen begins by establishing a historical framework derived from Chinese
behavior in military conflicts since the 1949 revolution. He cites five factors
leading to the Sino-Vietnamese war: Chinese assistance to Vietnam during
the Indochina War (1946-1954) and the Vietnam War (1964-1975); Soviet
involvement in the region throughout the period; the Vietnamese invasion of
Kampuchea; ongoing territorial disputes between China and Vietnam; and
the mistreatment of the large Chinese population residing in Vietnam. He
then moves to the internal decision-making process, revealing the depth of
discussion among the Chinese leadership on the planned attack:
China's war with Vietnam in 1979 was neither the result of confusion nor a product of miscalculation. Rather, it was a fairly
sophisticated decision arrived at after long consideration and repeated debate. Beijing also wanted definitely to teach Vietnam a
lesson by military means.
Amy Rauenhorst is a candidate for the MALD degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
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The author's exploration reveals the fascinating interplay of personalities and
the power struggles which ultimately determined the decision to invade
Vietnam.
Chen's meticulous use of detail creates a comprehensive picture of the
Chinese attack. Details expose the personal idiosyncracies, historical prejudices, and international atmosphere which shape this volatile relationship. It
would be difficult to provide a profound explanation of why China invaded
Vietnam, a comrade linked by Marxist-Leninist ideology, without such a
concise investigation and selective presentation of the factors involved. Chen
skillfully interprets such subtleties as the conspicuous absence of the Southern
Front Commanders from December of 1978 to February of 1979 - the army
chiefs did not even appear at the annual military Spring Festival Party - as
one indication that China was preparing for war. Chen's research is impressive,
especially his substantial use of party documents. He informs the reader that
many of his sources are usually classified as state secrets by the Beijing
government.
This book is not, however, a complicated military history. Indeed, Chen
condenses entire battles into single sentences. At Lang Son on February 27,
he writes, "Heavy casualties were reported on both sides. Thousands of corpses
were scattered along highway IA." Yet Chen packs in most relevant issues
and historical considerations. Other topics, peripheral to the central theme,
include the international refugee problem, the Kampuchean and Laotian tangle, discrimination targeted at the ethnic Chinese in Vietnam, historical claims
on the Paracels and Spratlies Archipelagos, ASEAN, and the superpower
reactions.
While not a definitive study of all these topics, the book presents a good
introduction to the political issues and cultural factors bearing on this ancient
relationship. Drawing on a millennium of history to help project future
Chinese foreign policy behavior, China's War with Vietnam is a revealing piece
of scholarship.

The PLO Under Arafat. By Shaul Mishal. New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1986, 224 pp., $21.00.
REVIEWED BY

WALTER ALAN LEVIN

Shaul Mishal's main purpose in his valuable book, The PLO Under Arafat,
is to explain the Palestine Liberation Organization's failure to translate its
considerable diplomatic successes after the 1967 Arab-Israeli War into territorial gains. In essence, he describes a PLO so enchained by the nature of its
easily-splintered internal structure that it cannot move toward the future.
Mishal argues that disengagement agreements and other events, including
the failure of the PLO's guerrilla warfare, led PLO leaders to conclude that
they would be excluded from any peace process. Hence they became determined to find a way to participate without making any genuine concessions.
But there was a major problem. In its Covenant the PLO is committed to an
independent Palestinian state in all of Palestine - a goal to be achieved
through armed struggle. How could the PLO reconcile its commitment to
violence with its proposed participation in any political process?
In 1974, Mishal writes, the PLO determined that it would set up a state
in any part of Palestine that was liberated. To many in the West, this was
defined as mainstream PLO acceptance of a state only in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip. But Western leaders failed to look at the entire record, Mishal
argues. Mishal's examination of official and unofficial PLO documents and
statements by PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat finds, as have others, that a West
Bank-Gaza state is considered only as a transitional step in the process toward
achieving a state in all of Palestine. Under this "yes-no policy," the PLO
thought it could participate in the peace process for short-term gains, without
compromising its long-term goal. The mainstream factions could appear
flexible, without conceding anything, including armed struggle, and thus
prevent any division within PLO ranks. Thus, the PLO's diplomacy is meant
to complement and not replace its "armed struggle." For this reason, Mishal
subtitles his book "Between Gun and Olive Branch."
The PLO achieved diplomatic gains through this policy, but little else.
Why? Because of the basic dilemma the PLO faced and still faces:
... a negotiated settlement could not assure political and territorial
benefits that justified risking PLO unity, while rigid adherence to
armed struggle might maintain unity, but at the risk of losing the
chance to gain any part of Palestine in the foreseeable future.
Mishal argues that Arafat's inability to control political developments both
within and outside the PLO lead him to initiate or endorse only peace proposals
that could be justified in the eyes of the PLO's rank and file. Because all
Palestinian peace proposals have sought to increase the PLO's flexibility without compromising its ultimate objective, the proposals have included loopholes
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linked to implementation of a transition plan, such as no recognition of Israel
until after a Palestinian state has been formed. Mishal calls this the PLO's
"safe diplomacy." Even so, these plans were opposed by both extremist and
mainstream PLO leaders. In addition, plans from outside the PLO were
rejected if they could not be fit into the framework of the transitional program.
Despite this opposition to most proposals, the PLO's tactical participation
was enough to convince many Westerners that it was in fact ready to accept
Israel's existence. Mishal notes that the PLO used the peace process to gain
international support and status, through increased flexibility, but only under
certain guidelines:
. . . no negotiation that required recognition of Israel, no security
guarantees to it, and no peace treaty with it. Conceding any one
of these restrictions could have destroyed the legitimacy of the goal.
The PLO's existence is based on the creation of a Palestinian state in all of
Palestine. Any change in this goal would call into question the PLO's basis
for existence. Hence, the PLO's diplomacy was a "diplomacy in chains."
Having explained the PLO's failure to make further gains as primarily a
result of its own intransigence, Mishal examines the persistence of this failure.
Why doesn't Arafat recognize Israel? Mishal argues that the time is opportune
in light of the PLO's failures in the 1980s, most notably its dispersal resulting
from the Israeli intervention in Lebanon. Mishal writes that the "daring
strategy" of recognizing Israel would result in major gains for the PLO in the
West, particularly Europe and the United States, while creating major political
conflict inside Israel over the issue. However, Mishal concludes ".

.

. the more

[Arafat] recognized the advantages of such a move, the more he became aware
of its enormous risks." Mishal states that for Arafat the gains are not tangible
and that the unity of the Palestinians could be irreparably damaged, leading
to the PLO's dissolution. Hence it appears that Mishal is arguing that the
ultimate objective of the PLO has become its own survival rather than the
founding of a Palestinian state. Barring some series of dramatic events which
would prompt Arafat to change his mind, the PLO will continue its "yes-no
policy" in the

"...

hope that something [i.e., the PLO] may be saved rather

than all lost."
One flaw in this otherwise worthwhile examination of the basic issues facing
the PLO is that Mishal fails to examine the nature of armed struggle guerrilla warfare and terrorism - and its effect on the PLO's credibility.
Mishal's objective, of course, is to explore the PLO's political acts; however,
to explain the PLO's inability to make any but diplomatic gains, one must
look at the terrorism issue. Mishal apparently feels the adoption of political
means has made discussion of armed struggle irrelevant. Even when he discusses armed struggle, he makes no mention of terrorism. Yet, since 1968 all
PLO factions have carried out acts of terrorism which have damaged its
credibility and offset its political gains. Hence it is not just the PLO's stand
on Israel or questions over its unity that affect its credibility; it is also that
many of its military actions are terrorist, rather than guerrilla, in nature.
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Despite the fact that The PLO under Arafat was published in 1986, it
unfortunately only covers events to the end of 1983. Though the book remains
relevant and valuable for understanding the current situation, important events
have occurred which are related to Mishal's topic. For example, as a result of
the PLO's defeat in Lebanon, its disunity, its continued involvement in
terrorism, and its inflexibility on the issue of Israel's existence, the PLO's
previous diplomatic gains have been undercut. European delegations refused
to meet with a Palestinian delegation without its affirmation of Israel's right
to exist. It appears doubtful that the yes-no policy will continue to be
successful, although any Palestinian leader who tries to break out of the
deadlock by going against the restrictions noted above will cause a further
schism.
Meanwhile, the PLO's internal problems remain, despite the partial reunification that occurred at the 18th Palestine National Council (PNC) in April
1987. Pro-Syrian factions continue to stay outside the PLO, while at the same
time the partial reunification has decreased the PLO's flexibility in trying to
present a moderate image. Thus, the new unity is one of paralysis, not one
that has given Arafat a mandate for a "daring strategy." Instead, Arafat has
publicly returned to the call for one binational state in Palestine. Reunification
has apparently resulted in the PLO moving away from the yes-no policy, to
one that is an outright no. While maintaining the purity of the PLO, such a
stand will not allow it to make further gains toward either its ultimate or
partial objectives. In the near future it appears that there will be a renewed
emphasis on armed struggle at the expense of safe or cursory diplomacy. The
18th PNC made this policy clear through the continued rejection of UN
Security Council Resolution 242 and with the unmistakable pledge by Arafat
in his speech to the PNC: "[Tihe Palestinian rifle shall not be laid down until
we reach Palestine - all Palestine."1
1. Voice of Palestine (Algiers), April 20, 1987, in Foreign Broadcast Information Service-Middle East and
Africa, April 21, 1987, p. A6.
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Japan's increasing international role, particularly in the economic sphere,
has attracted scrutiny, analysis, and, regrettably, animosity. Fortunately, The
Japanese Today: Change and Continuity, a revised and updated edition of the
author's classic, The Japanese,I never succumbs to the sport of Japan bashing.
Born and raised in Japan, Reischauer had the rare opportunity to gain a
thorough understanding of the inner workings of its society. He has devoted
his life to the study of the island nation, both as the United States Ambassador
to Japan from 1961-1966 and as professor emeritus at Harvard University.
Yet Reischauer's book reflects the new orientation of his audience brought
about by Japanese ascendancy in the international economic order. Regardless
of all the changes in Japan, Reischauer argues that the people themselves have
not changed substantially. What has changed is how the rest of the world
perceives Japan. As Reischauer acknowledges in the preface, attitudes toward
the Japanese have changed as its influence and economic power have increased.
Indeed, Japan is viewed today as one of the most important countries in the
world. Subsequently, the general level of knowledge about Japan has increased,
primarily because of greater interest in its business and international trade
successes.
Arguing that Japan's economic success contains no mysteries, Reischauer
elucidates the "Japanese miracle" by tracing its sources to circumstances of
geography, society, history, and politics. In these terms, the Japanese system
has a logic and rationale that can be understood despite immense differences
from the Western system.
Readers will appreciate the author's objectivity as he dispels several other
popular misconceptions about the Japanese. That their educational system
does not foster creativity is simply untrue. And the prevailing belief that the
Japanese are cold and unfeeling, many Americans will be surprised to learn,
is the same perception that Japanese have of Americans. Reischauer reminds
his readers of the ethnocentrism of equating modernization with Westernization. The book questions the advisability of imposing standards and definitions on a culture so different from one's own.
At times, however, Reischauer himself neglects the greater sophistication
of his audience and perpetuates other stereotypes and inaccuracies. For example, teenage suicides are too often solely related by the media to hellish
Japanese examination periods; just as often, the suicides stem from peer
pressure, family difficulties, or ostracism. Similarly, the extensive attention
paid to life-time employment is unjustified because it affects only a small
minority of the Japanese work force. Given that this group is more closely in
Karen Radel is a candidate for the MALD degree at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
1. Edwin 0. Reischauer, TheJapanese (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977).
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contact with Western businessmen, the inflated significance it has received is
at least understandable. Finally, many Westerners, including Reischauer,
believe the Japanese educational system is based on merit. Though the best
universities continue to recruit from all economic strata of society, the author
-fails to recognize the growing relationship between economic means and
educational opportunities. In Tokyo University, only 3 percent of the new
students in 1976 came from agricultural or blue-collar backgrounds, compared
2
to 17 percent from families whose heads were company presidents.
In the last section of the book, Reischauer develops the issue of separation
and self-identity versus internationalism, a debate that increasingly confronts
the Japanese. Reischauer demonstrates that the country's shift from virtual
isolation to a world economic power has had unsettling effects. While the
standard of living has shot up, Japan has become extremely dependent on
foreign trade for survival. Most of Japan's oil is imported from the Gulf
region. And the once self-sufficient Japanese now must import 30 percent or
more of their food products. These two facts were painfully exposed in the
1973 oil embargo and the consequent 26 percent inflation rate, as well as in
the sudden U.S. embargo on soybeans. The Japanese sensed their vulnerability
and began to build a "safety net" against the possibility of future disasters.
As they do, they are being squeezed from below by the rapidly developing
"four little tigers" - Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore,
which still benefit from cheaper labor - and pressured from above by the
advanced countries which resent the new competition.
Reischauer departs from his past book with a strong warning to the Japanese
about their new international responsibilities, saying that it will take "bold
and determined action" for the Japanese to play a role of helping to maintain
world peace and prosperity - but such a course is "their only hope for
survival." He blames the Japanese economy for upsetting the stability of the
international economic order by increasing trade frictions. Since Japan now
wields great economic power, it must take responsibility for helping to solve
the frictions it helped create.
The point is well taken and probably will attract attention in Japan, where
Reischauer is known at least as well, if not more, than in the West. Hopefully,
Japanese decision-makers will heed the author's advice and translate their
penchant for pursuing long-term economic goals into striving for long-term
benefits of international cooperation.
The book ends on a note of optimism. Reischauer argues that Japanese
history suggests the country will adapt well to its new position in the world.
He believes these changes are already set in motion and concludes that "the
contradictory pulls between uniqueness and internationalism that so grip the
Japanese today will be resolved in favor of internationalism," leading to a
more viable world order.
2. William Cummings, "Expansion, Examination Fever, and Equality" in Changes in theJapanese University: A
Comparative Perspective, eds. William Cummings et al (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1979), p. 101.
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R. K. Ramazani has a stern warning for American leaders: "Passion," he
writes, "is not policy. Because of our poor understanding, we [the United
States] have been inclined to impose a mythological dichotomy on the countries in the Middle East of the good guys and the bad guys - a dichotomy
that is empirically indefensible." The author charges that by characterizing
Iran as the "great Satan" and pursuing a stern containment policy of Islamic
fundamentalism, the United States, at best, fails to seize critical opportunities
for possible rapprochement with Iran afforded by President Khameni's "opendoor" foreign policy. At worst, these tragic misperceptions result in illconceived and misguided policies that "can contribute to cyclic indigenous
socio-political convulsions" in the Middle East, and lead to "disastrous consequences for American life and interests." The United States, Ramazani
argues, is part of the problem, not the solution.
The author's depiction of the nature of the Iranian challenge is incisive and
compelling. Most important, Ramazani contends that it is not Iran's geostrategic advantages, nor messianic ideology, which poses the most serious
threat to other states in the region. Rather,
• . .Iran's strength is derived from the socio-political fragility of
its neighbors, a fragility rooted not only in the festering Shia
grievances, but also in the overall ability of the ruling elites to
meet the mounting demands of their peoples for a better standard
of living and for social justice and political participation.
The conservative monarchy of Saudi Arabia, for example, feels compelled
to spend billions of dollars to develop social services and better housing to
alleviate Shia grievances. Thus, as long as the region's Shia minorities feel
victimized and alienated by their Sunni brethren, not to mention the corrupt
West, Khomeini's brand of Islam, espousing the "triumph of the meek," will
not fall upon deaf ears.
Unfortunately, Ramazani's conclusions and guidelines for U.S. policy prove
to be far less cogent and coherent. First, the author concludes that "even the
firebrand Iranian fundamentalists, tempered by the exigencies of the real
world, have begun to move toward a more pragmatic policy." In accordance
with Iran's new open-door policy, Khomeini has declared that "Iran will face
defeat and annihilation if it fails to establish relations with other countries."
Ramazani then points to Iran's self-restraint in the Iran-Iraq war, new dialogue
between Riyad and Tehran, and efforts to negotiate the safe return of American
hostages held in Lebanon as evidence of this alleged new "pragmatism and
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even helpfulness." Accordingly, the United States should begin to relax its
containment of Iran and be prepared to lay the diplomatic groundwork for an
eventual rapprochement based on principles of non-intervention and freedom
of navigation.

In the epilogue, published after the disclosure of the Iran-American arms
deal, the author himself refutes many of these conclusions. The open door
policy is specifically closed to the United States and Israel. -When confronted
with the public knowledge of the secret dealings, Ramazani admits that
"besides issuing denials, Iranian leaders strove to outdo each other in denouncing Washington." On the question of self-restraint in the war, "the moment
Iran carried the war into Iraqi territory, Iran's persistence in fighting has
foreclosed the possibility of a negotiated peace." Relations with Saudi Arabia
are also at an all-time low. Even Rafsanjani, the architect of the open-door
policy, declared: "We, as soldiers of God. . .oblige ourselves to avenge these
martyrs by uprooting Saudi rulers from the region." Finally, even Iranian
motives behind negotiating the release of certain hostages in Lebanon are
suspect. Iran did indirectly trade innocent hostages for arms and continues to
lend its financial, moral and material support to the Da'wa in Iraq and the
Hezbollah in Lebanon. Ultimately, Ramazani is forced to conclude that "Iran's
open-door policy appears to be in shambles" and "the star of the most revolutionary factions seemed to be on the rise."
It would be a mistake, however, not to acknowledge the insight into Middle
Eastern politics that Ramazani's work provides. The author clearly portrays
the crisis of civilization this beleagured region is experiencing in the aftermath
of the Westernization, industrialization and militarization imposed by autocratic regimes. The United States, however, far too often views the region
only in terms of an East-West competition for power and influence in a
strategically vital area. Thus, preserving political stability in the form of the
status quo becomes the objective, even at the expense of suppressing the basic
changes that are destined to occur. Learning to promote the change that is
necessary for this area of the world to meet the challenges ahead will not be
easy. Once again the United States must learn that its interests can be protected
in a "world made safe for diversity."

The Future for Ocean Technology. By Glyn Ford, Chris Niblett, and
Lindsay Walker. London: Pinrer Publishers, 1987, 132 pp., $20.00.
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Spurred by the high cost of fossil fuels and the fear of a strategic mineral
scarcity, the United States and other industrial countries in the 1970s sponsored a number of ocean resource research projects. The subsequent stockpiling
of commodities and the collapse of oil prices in the 1980s, combined with
the mixed technological results of many of these projects, resulted in a loss
of interest and funding for research.
Written for businessmen and policy-makers, The Futurefor Ocean Technology
provides a concise summary of the major research projects undertaken in the
last decade. The projects discussed range from the use of alternative energy
sources such as the ocean's thermal energy and wind and wave power, to the
extraction of various minerals from the continental shelf and deep-sea beds.
The practical application of artificial islands such as Japan's Kobe Port Island
and the development of various underwater sensing and surveying equipment
are also considered.
Each research project is discussed separately, with a primary focus on the
relative success and failure of the new technology. Each chapter closes with a
summary section where the authors present their consistently-optimistic views
on the commercial viability of the different technologies. The "Summary and
Prospects" chapter at the end of the book is of the most interest as it compares
and contrasts the experiences and technological gains of the various projects.
While differing in scale, technical complexity and location, these research
projects shared many of the same challenges and obstacles: each had little or
no technical precedent on which to build, having been designed as prototype
development projects; most of the more ambitious research was infused initially with an unrealistic optimism and was perceived as a failure when
inevitable setbacks occurred; and each project had to overcome many of the
same difficulties associated with working in the marine environment.
The most important shared element of the majority of the research projects,
and the subsequent cause for their limited success in providing alternative
energy and mineral sources, was the lack of political and commercial support
in the early 1980s. As they were designed as a response to the energy crisis
of the 1970s, these large-scale and rather ambitious projects are not now
commercially viable. The book's central theme, however, is that the technological advances gained through this research can be successfully applied to
smaller-scale, narrowly-focused development projects and can prove to be
profitable. As such, these new technologies deserve to be further evaluated
and supported by both government and business.
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